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Absfracf-The development of resource-sharing networks can
facilitate the provision of a wide range of economic and reliable computer services. Computer-communicationnetworks allow the sharing
of specialized computer resources such as data bases, programs, and
hardware. Such a network consists of both the computer resources
anda communications system interconnecting them and allowing
their full utilization to be achieved. In addition, a resource-sharing
network provides the means whereby increased cooperationand
interaction can be achieved between individuals. An introduction to
computer-to-computer networks and resource sharing is provided
and some aspects of distributed computation are discussed.

I. IKTRODUCTION

HE INTERACTIONbetweencomputersandcommunications has steadily developed over the last two
decades. LVhile manyuniversities,governmentagenies, and business firms prefer to make use of thier own computers, an increasing number of people are using communicaManuscript received June 7, 1972; revised August 1, 1972. This work
was supported by the Advanced Research Projects
.4gency of the Department of Defense under Contract DXHC-71-C-0088.
Theauthor is with Bolt BeranekandSewmanInc.,Cambridge,
Mass. 02138.

tionfacilitiestoaccesscommercialcomputerservices
[I].
Time-sharingandbatchprocessingservicesareofferedin
mostmajorUnitedStatescitiesorareaccessibleviatelephonecircuits,andcommunicationcharges
for localtelephone access to these services are, in general, substantially
lowerthanthecomputercharges.Astheuse
of computer
services increases, the demand for reliable and low-cost means
of communicating over wide geographic areas also increases.
Formanyyears,networks
of interconnectedcomputers
have been planned or under study, and more recently several
have been under development [16], [18], [24]. A common objective underlying the interest in these networks has been to
demonstrate that economic savings or increased capabilities
are possible by sharing computer or communication resources.
Programaccesstospecializeddatabasesisanimportant
example of resource sharing in a computer-to-computer network.
The growing usage of these data-processing services and
the objective of sharing resources raise communication issues
far more extensive than those of achieving increased capability and lower costs in the telephone network, or developing
improved communication services [ 2 ] . They involve a num-
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The tariffs and the technical characteristicsof the circuitber of complex regulatory issues, the need for common methof voice comods of access to and interchange between data-processing sys- switched telephone network reflect the nature
tems, the pooling of computer resources for increased utiliza- munication requirements that are quite different from those
tion and reliability, the provision of specialized services, d a t a of computer communications. Due to the “bursty” nature of
computer traffic and the extremelylow utilization of a typical
conferencing, and so forth. A set of associated regulatory issues involving telecommunications policy has been raised and voice-grade circuit by a terminal, a substantial portion of the
data-communications capacity in a circuit-switched system is
is under intensive study. Are separate common-carrier data
networks desireable or not? Whatis the most effective wayto simply not used. This results in inefficient utilization of telephone company resources from the users’ point of view. Freplanforinterconnection
of data networks and how should
their usage be tariffed? (Someof these questions are discussed quency- or time-division multiplexing techniques have been
butthe
in the paper byS. L. Mathison and P. M. Walker, this issue.) usefullyappliedforderivingindividualchannels,
statistical nature of computer traffic makes fixed allocation
I t is too early to accurately predict in what way this interaction of computers and communications is likely to evolve. strategies such as these inefficient or unacceptable.
Ontheotherhand,statisticalmultiplexingtechniques
The technology is changing rapidly, and regulatory
policies
tobemorewidelyshared,
at
are in flux. If communication costs are not to dominate the allowthesecircuitresources
t h e possibleexpense of occasionaldelaysintransmission.
overall cost of using remote data-processing services, technological advances must allow communications at substantially Message switching employs a generalized form of multiplexing for a network environment that allows all circuits to be
lower per bit costs than are possible with the current switched
telephone plant.
shared among all users in a statistical fashion without being
In this paper, we present oneview of computer communi- allocated in advance. (Multiplexing is the subject
of a separate
a number of the paper in this issue by D. R. Doll.)
cations network development and explore
importantissuesindistributedcomputationwhichhave
This has been the motivation for the development of new
arisen. This paper is neither a completely general treatment
communication systems as well as combined computer comof computernetworks,nor
a full case study, but rather it
municationnetworks.Theconstruction
of bothcommoncontains selected aspectsof the two. The readerwill no doubt carrier data-communication systems and ‘private” networks
be able to identify where general considerations give way to
(using leased common-carrier facilities) is a natural outcome
specific ones derived primarily from the author’s experience
of the need for economic and reliable communication between
withthedevelopment
of theAdvancedResearchProjects
users and geographically distributed computers. In addition
AgencyComputerNetwork(ARPANET)
[7], [8]. I t is to potentialcostsavings,many
of thesenetworksprovide
or even a error control,as well as asynchronous operation,local echoing,
impossible for this to be an exhaustive treatise,
comprehensive one, and no such attempt is made.
speed, and code conversion, which are better suited to data
communicationwithcomputersthanuse
of thetelephone
11. DISTRIBUTED
OR CONCENTRATED RESOURCES
network alone. A reevaluationof the tariff structures for data
Many economic factors support the conclusion that geo- communicationhasrecentlybeenundertakenbytheFCC,
graphic “clustering” of computers is a desirable strategy for and efforts are being made to provide the public with datacomputer service organizations[9]. One possible advantage is communicationsservicehavinglowererrorrates,smaller
better equipment utilization due to the pooling of resources. servicechargingintervals,andfastersetuptimesthanthe
Clustering implies that a single maintenance staff (which is switched voice network currently provides.
often underutilized) and scarce system personnel can support
111. COMPUTER-TO-COMPUTERCOMMUXICATIONS
moreequipment,morereliably,andthatspace,auxiliary
equipment, and overhead can be consolidated. In fact, several
A computer network isa complex collection of many types
commercial time-sharing firms have already chosen
t o con- of resources, including d a t a bases, programs, operating syscentrate their computer resources in a small number of geo- tems, and special-purpose hardware, all of which are capable
graphic areas. In contrast, however, many individual research of being accessed from any other resource in the net. Comor development machines under private or government owner-puter-to-computercommunication
is necessary toachieve
ship are distributed throughout the United States. The valu- effective resource sharing, but the ability to transfer informaable resources on many of these machines provide a strong tion between machines does not automatically result in useful
incentive for them to be,made available to users and commachine-to-machineinteractions.Arousedbytheexciting
puters at many other locations [lo], [ l l ] ,[33].
possibilities in using multiple machines, system designers have
T h e location of computers at a few geographic locations
recently begun to provide the major technical effort required
requires that both local and remote users be provided with an toachieveeffectivecomputer-to-computercommunication.
economic and reliable way to access the service. The switched The existence of t h eA R P A N E T is having precisely this
telephone network currently appears to be a poor candidate effect,and as a resulttheextent
of computer-to-computer
to provide the long-distance communications service. In addi-interactions is certain to grow substantially in the next
few
tion to being considerably more costly than local service, the
years[6].
error performance of long-distance circuits is degraded from
of a
T h e A R P A N E Tis oneof the most advanced examples
shorter circuits and is insufficient for many computer applica- computercommunicationnetwork
[8], [16],[MI.Itcontions. In addition, frequent disconnections, busy signals, etc., sists of a geographically distributed set of different computers,
during peak traffic hours often make its usage inconvenient.
interconnected by a communication system based upon very
for increased bandThese factors, coupled with user desires
fast response(interactive)messageswitching.Thisnetwork
width, lower setup times, and more suitable tariffs, have enwas developed to ultimately allow economic and reliable sharcouraged several vendorsto competitively enter the common- ing of specializedcomputerresources.The
ARPASET has
carrier market [28].
demonstrated the feasibility of message-switching technology,
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illustrated its advantages, and fostered the development of
offering. Insuring that proper concern exists for the remote
techniquesforcomputer-to-computercommunication.
I t is user of a computer resource is an important administrative
interesting to note that the ARPASET was
originallydeproblem that affects almost every phaseof computer network
signed with the notion of computer-Io-computer communica- development.
tion in mind. It has subsequently been extended in capability
IV. MESSAGE-SWITCHED
COMMUSICATIONS
t o allow users with terminal equipment but
no computer to
connect tothenetandcommunicatewithcomputersand
as well
Sincethemessage-switchingtechnologyisnot
other users. In this sense, the ARPANET has taken the oppo- established as thecircuit-switchedtechnology,thefundasite approach from every other network designed with user
mentals of its operation are reviewed in this section. Consideraccess originally in mind.
able discussion on the natureof these two switching doctrines
For
many
years,
the
Kational
Physical
Laboratory
is taking place. Are they merely different ends of a common
(NPL) in England has experimented with the use
of “single spectrum (with a key variable suchas packet size), or are they
packet” messages for switching in the “local area
of a d a t a fundamentally different communication techniques? An argucommunication network” [31]. A number of terminal devices ment in favor of their similarity is that both types rely on
were successfully interconnected into a local network at N P L , store and forwarding of data, whether a singlebit is tranand recently they have been concerned with extending the
siently stored, a byte-sized envelope, or a larger sized packet.
local network into a distributed network [30]. A computer- The most significant external characteristics that “appear” to
to-computer network is also under development in France to
distinguish the two systems are that 1) circuit-switching sysallow data sharing without costly duplication of files and its tems are better equipped to maintain a time frame for users
attendant problems of control, updating, security, etc. Centhat require continuity in transmission,
as in speech, while
tral files, each accessible via a local computer, will be made
2) message-switching systems allow speed and code converaccessible to other computers and hence to an extended user
sion, thus permitting direct connectionof and communication
community.Thisnetworkisexpectedtouse
a message- between devices of widely varying type. But it is possible t o
switching technique similar to t h a t used by the ARPANET
mask even these “seemingly” essential differences by the proin the United States. In addition, networks are under design
vision of a small amount of buffering and “byte manipulaor development in other countries (e.g., Canada and Japan). tion”capability
at theperiphery
of eithersystem.Itis
Some of the European networks are described in other papers actually the manner in which internal system resources are
in this issue.
managed and utilized that provides a useful measure of comI n general,thepropertiesandstructure
of a computer parison between them.
communicationsnetworkmust
reflect theoverallrequireBriefly, in a circuit-switched network, the source and desments for which it was designed. This may consist
of high- tination are connected by
a dedicated communication path
speed
(megabit/second)
circuits
for
rapid
computer-tothat is established at thebeginning of the connection and
computer communication, or low-speed (voice and telegraph
broken at the end. This type of connection was specifically
grade) circuits for terminal access or slow-speed communicaselected for use in switched telephony, where subscribers retions; it may be circuit switched
or message switched, etc.
quire a continuity in voice transmission and reception. Since
Whatever its detailed structure, the network contains a com- the communication path remains fixed for the duration of a
munication system (private or common carrier) and a set of conversation, the output speech signal appears to be
a time
computer-systemresourcesandusersthatinteractviathe
translate of the input speech signal as far as the ear can tell.
communications system. This system is also called
a communi- I n addition, for most voice conversations, the allocated analog
cationsubnet or simply a subnet for short. This organization
voice channel is used in a fashion that seems reasonably effinot only characterizes the organization of geographically dis- cient to the average user.
tributed networks, but can also serve as a model for the local
T o establish a connection, the subscriber provides the local
Its structure is
structure of a single computer complex [3].
central office with an address which is
used in setting up a
therefore quite fundamental.
path. Central office equipmentdetectsoff-hook,provides
a
In operating a computercommunicationsnetwork as a dial tone, retains dialed digits, generates ringing, busy signals,
“marketplace”forcomputer-relatedservices,
a number of etc. In the current telephone plant, long-haul circuits are priimportant issues arise [34]. \\.’e allude to a few of them here.
marily multiplexed analog channels. Routing selection is perWhat criteria are appropriate to determine whethera service formed using a set of prespecified paths and usually based on
may be removed from the system?
\\.‘hen and where should
the first few dialeddigits.Callsetuptimesgenerallytake
additional services be incorporated and what procedures are
between 5 and 25 s, depending upon the number and type of
needed to maintaineffectivecompetition?
LVhat subnet central offices i n the link and the amount of traffic. Recent
changes are appropriate for changes in the distribution of re- experiencehasalsoindicatedthatreliabilityandoverload
sources? The total operational procedure should also include
problems are becoming increasingly prevalent in certain higha strategy for utilization of the resources consistent with its
density population areas.
intended functions (e.g., load sharing, data sharing, etc.).
Amessage-switchingsystemaccepts,transmits,anddeAn overriding concern of the network design is the overall livers discrete entities called messages. I n such a system, no
reliability of thecommunicationsandcomputerresources.
physical path is set up between the source and the destination
For a user to entrust his computing toa network, he must de- and no resources (e.g., capacity, buffer storage, etc.) are allovelop confidence in its availability when he needs it. It must cated to its transmission in advance. Rather, the source inbe convenient to use andit must provide a believable guaran- cludes a destination address at the beginning of each message.
tee to maintain standard and expected grades of service. An The message-switching system then uses this address to guide
investment in time and energy to use a network resource can
the message through the network to its destination, provides
a consistentservice
benegatedbythefailuretomaintain
error control, and notifies the senderof its receipt [17], [18].
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A simple form of message-switching system employing a
t UTAH BOULDER GWC
CASE
n
n
single central switching computer is commonly referred to as
v
RADC
a “star” configuration and has all its lines connected to the
central message switch. For many local applications this configuration can be quite practical. Three of its main disadvantages are1) the central switch may be an unreliable link which
will disrupt all communications if it fails, 2) the total circuit
mileage for geographically distributed users to connect to the
-An
W
v
W
U
switch may be substantially larger than necessary, resulting
BBN
TINKER
RAND
UCLA
HARV
NBS
in excessive communications cost, and 3) every circuit failure
Fig. 1 . Routing a message through the ARPANET.
can result in some loss of user communications.
A distributed message-switching system is one in which
many distributed switching computers are employed and the messages. We assume (for the moment) that messages may
be of variable length up to a maximum of 1000 bits,* and are
network control is decentralized in such a way that the failure
of any switching computer disrupts communications only for known as packets while in the network. The path taken by a
packettraversingthenetfromnode
1 (UCLA) t o node 6
its.local customer. The distributed system is usually more
(M.I.T.) is indicated by arrows in thefigure. The circles indieconomic and reliable than a star configuration for handling
cate the nodal processors and the lines indicate synchronous
geographically distributed users.
point-to-point circuits. The message enters the net at node 1,
The components of a message-switching system are dediwhich examines its address and decides to transmit it out its
catedpoint-to-pointcommunicationcircuitsandswitching
nodes which interconnect the circuits in such
a way that a circuit to node 7 (RAND). Upon receipt, node 7 examines the
address and decides to send it to node 21 (TINKER), which
message arriving on one circuit may be transmitted out an6
other. Communication overa message-switched system occurs in turn sends it to node 5 (BBN) which sends it to node
via a sequence of transmitted messages, each consisting of its (M.I.T.).Node 6 , discoveringthemessageisforitself,replaces the destination address by the source address (which
address followed by text. The address is inspected by each
carried along by the message-switching system) and ”denode in routing the message to the next node on the way to isits
destination. In the ARPANET, one or more computers may livers” the message. The text of the message thus appears at
be directly connected t o a node and are known as Host Com- the destination exactly as it was transmitted and the address
portionidentifiesthesender.Afterdelivery,thesenderis
puters,orHostsforshort.Thenodesare
calledInterface
notified of its receipt by a small message that
goes back across
Message Processors or IMP’S for short.
the network.
A distributedmessage-switchednetwork,suchasthe
An important part of a computer network design is the
ARPANET, contains no mass storage, and as little buffering
in the nodes as necessary t o utilize the full capacity of the specification of the location and capacity of all circuits in the
used inthe
communication circuits.’ The network design allows
a message net.Fiftykilobit/secondcircuitsarecurrently
ARPANET to achieve an average delay of 0.2 s or less. Proto remain in the net only as long as necessary to transport it
grams have been developed that iteratively analyze various
from source to destination; no long-term storage is provided
possiblenetworkconfigurationsandselectreliablehighin the communication system. Messages that cannot be deuse of circuit-exlivered to the destination are simply not accepted into the netthroughputlow-costdesignsthroughthe
and must be retransmitted at a later time. Clearly,
one change heuristics [20], [22]. Analytical techniques have been
or more
Hosts on the net withlow cost per bit bulk storage could pro- developed for estimating the average transit-time delay under
of assumed traffic loads. These techniques show that the delay
vide or even be dedicated to providing long-term storage
remains almost that of an unloaded net until the capacity of
messages with subsequent automatic retransmission.
The combinatorial aspect of the interconnection of large one or more “cutsets” begins to saturate [7]. (Network optimization is the topic of a paper by H. Frank and W. Chou in
numbers of computers is an important consideration in network design. Each computer ina message-switching system is this issue.)
An important design consideration is the method for dyconnected to the net via a single full-duplex channel to its
I M P over which messages are multiplexed. This single connec-namically selecting routes. (We assume that routes are not
tion to the network makes the computing service
accessible allocated in advance.) A central controller could provide the
routing information and distribute it to all the processors,
or
t o all computers and all users on the net. Furthermore, all
the processors could collaborate in computing the routing inusers and all computers on other digital networks can access
of many instances of a
this computer by the simple expedient
of a single interconnec- formation directly. This is but one
design choice between distributed and centralized control. In
tion between nets. Thus not only is complete digital access
the initial ARPANET design, the route
selection is performed
possible, it is achieved in a strikingly economic way for each
independently by eachI M P according to a distributed routing
a massivecombinatorial
installation. This technique solves
algorithm. Routing information is stored in a table and indiaccess problem with a single economic stroke.
of the vidually maintained by each I M P for rapid look-up. I t identiIn Fig. 1, weshowthecommunicationsportion
is upARPAKET as of April 1972 when it consisted of twenty-four fies the output line to select for each destination and
dated according to a rule evaluated periodically
(e.g., every
nodes and 28 circuits. Since that time i t has grown to over
be evaluated asynchronously (whenthirty nodes. Each node isa possible source and destination of half second). It could also
ever status changes occur) or a combination of both. In the

-

The Defense Departments Autodin network, however, employs
mas
storage in the communication networkfor deferred retrieval and delivery
of messages.

6

* I n the ARPANET, messages may actually vary up to 8095 bits in
length.
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simple algorithm used in Fig. 1, each IMP sends the message processor capacity is ordinarily available for heavy traffic in
on its choice of a path with the fewest intermediate IMP’S anyevent,Formultiaccesssatellitecircuits,however,the
and, using the update procedure, each IMP adaptsits routing extra traffic during light loads may interfere with other processors sharing the same channel.
to other IMP and circuitfailures.
In an unloaded net, the transit time is determined priA simple method for implementing this algorithm
is for
each IMP to keep a table with the count of the number of marily by the number of IMP’s encountered in the routing
IMP’s on the shortest path to each destination, which it fre- and the time for the packet to pass from one IMP to the next.
quently transmits to its immediate neighbors. Each IMP also This, in turn, is determined directly from the packet length,
announces to its neighbors that it0isIMP’s away from itself. the circuit data rate, and the speed of light propagation delay.
Under increasing traffic loads, the transit time also begins to
Upon receipt of the routing information from its neighbors,
the IMP increments theneighbors’ counts and keeps the low- increase due to occasional delays in the IMP’s. However, if
the network is designed to begin rejecting the further input
est value for each destination.
of thenetworkisapEach IMP buffers a packet until receipt is acknowledged oftraffic as thecapacitylimitation
proached, these delays can be kept to a few times that of a n
by the adjacent IMP. A cyclic checksum, generated in hardware by each IMP, is appended to the transmitted packet for unloaded net. Traffic is thus queued outside the net (rather
than allowed to enter and be queued inside the net)
so the
error control. If an error is detected by the hardware at the
adjacent IMP, or no buffer space exists, the packet is simply nominal transit time during peak traffic is not very different
discarded and will shortly be retransmitted by the neighboring from that experienced in an unloaded net. In these cases, an
I M P when a condition(suchas a time-out)occursand
no attempt must be made to insure that the effective bandwidth
is shared ‘fairly” among all the competing sites.
acknowledgement is received.
Network usage generally requires a combination of short
T h e design of a n efficient network without mass storage requires that the number of buffers be kept to a minimum, and transit times for interactive usage andhigh bandwidth for file
that they be used so that each IMP is able to use its circuits transmission.Thesetwoobjectivesmaybeattainedwith
single-packet messages. T o achieve interactive transit times,
efficiently and to their maximum capacity. This means that
no setup delay must be incurred.A simple way to achieve this
the minimum number of buffers must be at least as large as
is for the sourceIMP to retaina copy of each packet which is
the number of full-sized packets which must be stored from
nominally discarded after the delivery is made, but retransthe time one full-size packet is transmitted until its acknowlmitted when, for lack of buffer space, the original is discarded
edgment returns. This number is determined by the circuit
propagation delay, the packetsize, and the circuit data rates, at the destination IMP. To achieve high bandwidth, enough
as well as the total number of circuits. To utilize these buffers messages must be allowed to enter the net between source and
destination so as t o fill the “pipeline,” but this flow must be
efficiently, stored packets must be quickly released upon receipt of their acknowledgement or activated for retransmisabletobereadilyquenched
at the source when the buffer
sion, as appropriate, in a timely way.
space at the destination IMPbegins t o fill.
Each IMP contains only a small amount of buffering for
The current ARPANET design actually allows variable
a maximumsizejustover
8000 bits.
messages in transit and no mass storage, and a flow control lengthmessageswith
strategy is needed to insure that the IMP’s do not become
T h e message is partitioned by the source IMP into separate
“congested” thus preventing useful data from being communi- 1000-bit packets to speed its transmission through the netcated. This situation is particularly apparent if the network work.Eachpacketmakesitswaytothedestinationindedesign allows the source or the destination to temporarily stop
pendently where it may conceivably arrive out
of order. These
the transmission or reception of data and then continue with- packets could be reassembled into the proper order by the
out a loss of messages. This is appropriate to time-sharing
destinationHost(usingsequencenumbers),butwhenthe
computers, and is used in the ARPAKET, because it allows assumption is made that the communications net should prea word is stored serve sequencing at least at the level of a single process-tooccasional delays to occur, for example, while
in memory or a procedure is activated by the processor. In
process conversation, the IMP’s areobliged to reassemble the
practice, a Host can neither guarantee to accept all messages packets. The destination Host thus receives the text
of each
at theirinstantaneousarrivalrate,guaranteenottocrash
message exactlyas it was transmitted in
a single-block transfer.
while receiving heavy traffic, or expect the transmitting Host
\Vhen these larger messages are
used and the IMP’S undert o buffer messages should he prefer to discard them upon retaketheresponsibilityforreassembly,yetanothertype
of
ceipt. In particular, flow control is necessary to protect the
congestionphenomenoncalledreassemblylockupisintronetwork against the sudden dispatch
of a larger number of
duced [13].T h e flow-control mechanism, which is used to preis prepared to acmessages t o a single destination than it
vent the backupof messages in the net, is also powerful enough
cept [13].
to prevent the lockup problem. But in its application, it can
An oftenoverlooked but important consideration in the
subjectlongmessages
to setup delays and thus delay sucnetwork design is whether or not to keep the circuits fully
ceeding short messages from its HoFt.
loaded even in the absence of maximum traffic. For instance,
If “sufficient” buffer space were available for reassembly
should “test messages” be continuously transmitted or only
at the destination IMP, there
would be no a priori compelling
periodically transmitted to check circuits? Under light traffic
reason for the subnet to preclude
a Host from sending full
loads, is i t desireable to transmit duplicate packets and accept 8000-bit messages (or even somewhat larger ones). However,
the first one with a valid checksum, in order to reduce occathe presence of 8000-bitmessagesmaynoticeablydelay
sional retransmission delays or to improve the response time
shorter messages from other Hosts
1) while i t is being delivered
on a verynoisycircuit?
For land-basedcircuits,theextra
to the destination, and2) by tying up 8 buffers rather than 1
traffic during otherwise light loads appears to be acceptable
during reassembly. This provides one valid reason to restrict
on noisy circuits. The extra
and desireable to reduce delays
if these delays become
the Hosts to single-packet messages,
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TERMINAL
significant. However, as we indicate in Section V, there may
be other factors which favor retention of the larger size.
If thereis
a fundamentaldistinctionbetweencircuit
LINE
switching and message switching, it is undoubtedly in the way
internal resources are managed. For example, circuit switching
IMP PROGRAM
requires that network bandwidth well
as as local control equipment and storage be allocated to a given transmission circuit
in advance, whereas a message-switchingsystemdoesnot.
GRAPHICS
Secondly, the presence of circuit-switched routes means that
DISPLAY
user messages are identified by their circuit and no user conFig. 2. Terminal IMP.
trol signalling need accompany the transfer
of information.
I n message switching, however, all record of activity (except
line systems and the computers in the space program provide
a messageiscontainedinthe
accounting)associatedwith
message, which vanishes when the message leaves the system. two key examples.
This signaling information, in the form
of an address, must
A . Network Access
accompany each message and the message must be examined
I n a network that supports computer-to-computer comand processed at each stageof the transmission process.
Two practical consequences of the difference are that the munication,usergroupswithalocalcomputercanaccess
another computer in the net by first logging into their home
circuit-switchedsystemusuallyrequires
a nontrivialsetup
computer and then into the other computer, using the home
timetoallocateresources.Message-switchedsystemscan
computer in a transparent mode as a switch. However, this
avoid setup delays, but may introduce occasional variations
is a n expensive way to access another computer since it incurs
in transit time. These delays can generally be maintained to
charges in two computers and ties up jobs in both. Furtherwithin a few times the delay of an unloaded net, but wider
more, since Hosts may be unreliable, the connection
is more
variations may result from queueing delays outside the net,
vulnerable
than
a
direct
connection
into-the
other
machine.
particularlyunderheavytrafficload.UndersimilarcondiSites with expensive computer installations might deem
tions, though, a circuit-switched user might fail to obtain a
it economic todepartfromtheirmachine
if “equivalent”
circuit and would incur this probabilistic situation on subseservice can be economically obtained via the net. In general,
quent tries. Any allocated but idle channels are simply unsuch a site requires the ability to service local users with
a full
available at this time to handle these overload conditions.
complement of terminals and peripheral devices, such as TeleV. NETWORK
USEOF INDIVIDUALCOMPUTER
SYSTEMS types,graphicsdisplays,lineprinters,magnetictapes,and
The term network has been used and misused in a variety possibly other mass storage. In addition, many sites with no
of ways.Somepeoplehavereferredtotheuse
of dial-up computer will derive maximum benefit in connecting to a net
if the full range of peripherals can be provided locally. Other
facilities t o access a single computer as a network. Others
a users, however, may be satisfied with a simpler approach t h a t
have referred to any interaction between computers and
provides terminal access to remote computers but does not
communication system as a network capability. Several distributed networks were developed
t o allow simple forms of handle peripheral devices other than line printers.
For this latter class of users, an addition may be made to
communicationbetweenidenticalmachinesusingstandard
t h e I M P which allows a set of terminals to be directly condial-up or leased voice circuits, thus providing a convenient
way to transferjobs and files and to maintain and update the nected. This addition consistsof multiplexing equipment that
systems in the net. This latter application exemplifies a true collects characters from the terminals and packages them in
the form suitable for delivery to the IMP.
Likewise, it receives
networkingactivity,eventhoughitonlyconcentrateson
messages from the IMP and sorts the characters out to the
selected aspects of computer resource sharing [19], [21].
In general, only a subset of the network sitespossess com- various terminals. This addition requires hardware and softof terminals interface to the
puting power, and certain of them will offer regular service t o ware designed to make the set
a
users via the network. Other sites may choose t o offer service network as a “mini-Host,” and this IMP is referred to as
only on a limited basis,or to cooperatively interact via the net Terminal IMP. (See Fig. 2.)
A more elaborate approach is appropriate forusersites
with selected co-workers, but not offer general service. This
t h a t wish to support many different types
of peripheral equiplatter situation is more likely t o occur for many specialized
research facilities. In addition, large private computer centers ment.Sincetheircharacteristicsandoperationcanvary
widely,device-dependentprogramming
is mandatory,and
as well as commercial firms may welcome the opportunity to
substantialbufferingmayberequiredforthehigherspeed
connect their systems, since it offers a large potential market
devices. Furthermore, sites with mass storage
will generally
for usage of unused capacity.
Host service on the network ought tobe as reliable as the wish it tobe accessible from other computers in the net, which
communications, although this objective is often
difficult to generally requires the implementationof a full set of standard
achieve. For example, in the ARPANET, total uptime of the and specialized network protocols. These considerations make
I M P at any site is currently on the orderof 98 or 99 percent, it appropriate to provide a separate processor devoted to the
while Host availability is generally no higher than 90 percent. handling of peripherals.
a site
I t is certainly possibleto improve on this score; some commer- This latter approach is particularlydesirablefor
cial firmsclaim toprovideover99-percentavailability
of which is both a user site and a server site. The architectureof
so that if theservingsite
suchasiteshouldbeorganized
service, and certain private and government systems must
central processing unit (CPU) is down, local users can access
obviously be operated with near-perfect reliability. The air-
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I n general, the local echoing system should have full knowlother network computers and local mass storage can be accessed by them over the net. Similarly,
if the local storage edge of the time-varying syntactical operationof the subsystem i n use. This requires feedback of information about subshould fail, others across the net can temporarily replace them.
If the net fails, local users can still obtain full access to the systembreakandseparatorcharacters,controlsignalling,
local system. Only if both the local CPU and the networkfail special conventions, etc.
Each terminal has characteristics peculiar to it and a conwill the users be unable to obtain computation.
vention is required for a computer system to initially recogModularity and logicalreconfigurationareconveniently
nize a terminal. Although the remote computer could then
achievable in this way. Substantial progress in the design of
modularcommunication-orientedarchitecturescanbe
ex- convert to the characteristics of the terminal, it is far more
manageable if each terminal could appear to the networkas a
pected from innovative usage
of interconnection ideas [3]-151.
standard terminal employing an agreed upon set
of characters
B . User Requirements
and signalling conventions. One such standard (developed for
Let us now turn our attention to the useof these facilities the ARPANET) is 7-bit United States of America Standard
for
Information
Interchange
(USASCII)
with
the
by the user.\Ye note three potential locations where user com-Code
eighth bit set to
0. In that scheme, the other
128 possible charputationcanbe
performed-in
theterminalitself,inthe
peripheral processor (or Terminal IMP), or in the Host com- acters are reserved for special control characters. In addition,
as carriage
puter(s). Although the bulk of the “pure computation” will mostterminalsneedattentiontodetails,such
return,
keyboard
locking
and
unlocking,
interrupt
signalling,
undoubtedly take place in the Host computers, some aspects
and other peripherals indicate out of paper, buffer full, and
of the processingmust,ingeneral,bedistributed.Forexmay require complete two-way channel control, etc.
ample, localechoingisrequiredtoobviatetheotherwise
Local computation is therefore needed for the user’s termnoticeable effects of speed of light propagation delay, as on
satellite links. This raises the important question of location inal to interact properly with other remote systems and their
subsystems. At a minimum, his local computation must allow
of functions in a distributed network. In other words, what
the user to 1) identify his terminal to the network,2) select a
intelligence is needed t o allow distributed system usage and
destination Host, 3)select a transmission mode, 4) perform
where should it be placed?
echoing and code conversion, and5) allow the remote Host to
Let us concentrate on the echoing problem for the mobe interrupted.
ment. As a general rule, a remote user should see the same
I t seems probable that, in the long run, many terminals
output and otherwise obtain service from a remote Host as if
he were a local user. T o achieve this objective, theuser’s local will contain mini-processors and thus user programming in a
system (programmable terminal, “mini-Host,” etc.) must haveseparate “mini-Host” will be unnecessary. (This is amplified
considerable infwmation available to it about each subsystem in the paper on terminals by L. C. Hobbs in this issue.) However, until this possibility is a widespread reality rather than
in use at the remote Host. For example, a simple local echo/
if they are unable to
remote echo strategy is generally insufficient to handle echo- an expectation, users may be hindered
or the other.
ing for users on halfduplex terminals, or users on full-duplex provide local user code in one place
terminals that prefer to type ahead.
A remote user editing the
C. MessageProcessing
character string ABCDEFG can delete thelast three characBefore considering various examples
of usage of a comters by typing successive delete characters (echoed as\) and
puter
network,
let
us
briefly
indicate
how
messages are prohesees theoutputABCDEFG\G\F\E.Usingthesystem
cessed
within
the
Host
computers
1151,
[32].
Messages travel
from a remote site withlocal echoing and typeahead he would
through several layers of protocolin the Host system. The
see ABCDEFG\\\GFE.
More striking, perhaps, is the remote use of a debugging first layerof protocol handles the IMP, activating1/0 buffers,
programDDT.Toexaminesuccessiveregisters
120-123, a fielding control messages, etc. T h e second layer interacts with
local user would first
type 120/ to print the contents of the the local processes and remote Hosts monitor, allocating buffer
first register and then strike successive line feed characters to storage,providingprocessidentification,formattingcontrol
information,etc.Subsequentlayerscorrespondtospecific
examine the successive registers. The system would respond
user-oriented functions, such as the standard network termwith (say the contents are all zeroes) :
inal, file transmission, etc.
120/ 0
The ARPANET Host protocol utilizes the notion of con121/ 0
nections over which messages are transmitted. A connection
122/ 0
must first be established before communication over it may
123/ 0
occur. The Hosts at either end of the connection must keep
full information about the use of the connection (which is oband leave the cursor following the last 0. A remote user with
tained during its establishment) to handle flow control. This
typeahead and local echo would see one
of several possible
strategyappearstobe
close inspirittotelephonecircuit
responses(depending on theremotesystemsresponseto
a
switching.
received line feed). Assuming the remote system echoes only
A few limitations to this strategy are apparent [14].
An
the formatted data and the
local system echoes linefeed as
important
concern
is
that
it
requires
each
Host
to
maintain
linefeed (no carriage return), the output would look
as follows:
resources in the form of connection tables that can become
120/
filled, thus preventing any further communication with that
Host. In particular, a single process can attempt to establish
its maximum limit of connections, although it cannot, in gen0121/ 0122/ 0123,’ 0.
eral, make full use of them at one time. Entries in this connec-
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tion table are permanently allocated, and thus only a
fixed
number of connections can be established at any time.
A second limitation with the use of a connection table is
that it canbe vulnerable to error conditions and Host status,
particularly since both Hosts must generally agree on its contents for flow control. Finally, the strategy requires the connection information to be used for termination, which means
that information whichotherwisewouldbenominallydiscarded by ,Hosts with,limited space, must be retained merely
to close the connection. These limitations, as well as others,
may be obviated with a message-switched Host protocol [14].
The desired size of Host messages may have an important
impact on the operating system aswell as on the communicationsystem.TheoriginalARPANETdesignspecification
allowedindividual messages to be as large as 8192 bits,
a design
choice based largely on intuition.
As the design specification originally stated [29]:

. . . a packet is defined as the inter-IMP unit and Message as
the inter-Host unit. A packet will not exceed 1024 bits in
length. The IMPS must break all longer messages into multiple packets. Messages will be limited to 8192 bits so as not to
require excessive buffer space.
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One important example is the access to specialized data bases
that are only available from
a remote source. Several information banks.have already been developed or are under development, and their expected usage is being projected upward.
Another example is in the use
of “future” computer communication networks for handling the distribution and delivery of
mail and other transient information. However, these applications are only beginning to develop in any significant way.
Much effort has already been devoted to the study
of topics
such as concurrency and parallel processing, which may result
in faster program execution and otherwise make efficient usage
of available resources. We expect that computer networking
will enhance these efforts. Forother applications, the sensation
of dealing with one system rather than two (or more) is overwhelmingly evident to the user and this pleasant feeling often
generalizes to .other multicomputer interactions as well.
Three areas in which applications have already occurred
are briefly identified below.

A . File Transfer
The first application for combining two computer systems
in the ARPANET ina nontrivial way involved the use of an
XDS-940computer at StanfordResearchInstitute(SRI)
and a PDP-10 computer at Utah. SRI, anticipating the delivery of a PDP-10, began to use the Utah machine in the
development of PDP-10 software.
At first a higher level language was developed. Source code
was generated on the 940, converted to object code, and executed on the 10. Patches were made on the Utah machine
during debugging and, periodically, an updated source andbinary version would be generated at SRI and sent over the
net. Subsequently, other higher level languages were similarly
developed.
A simple protocol to handle file transfers was developed
for the TENEX operating system [ l o ] and has proven useful
for transferring new subsystems and system revisions between
T E N E X sites. In addition, it has been a useful initial step to
allow cooperating processes in two TENEX systems to share
a single file.
In this protocol, the network appears asa device t o which
a file may be output or from which a file may be input. The
two ends of the transfer must coordinate by having one end
execute the input and the other end execute the output. This
simple file transfer protocol requires the intervention
of t h e
user t o log into both ends, assign a file name for the destination, invoke the proper format, etc. Other experience in the
transfer of files has been recorded by the University of California at Santa Barbara, aswell as by IBM, by Control Data
and others [19], [21].

Undoubtedly, this latter reference is interpretted as referring
t o buffer space in the IMP’S, but it could equally
well apply to
buffer space in the Hosts.In particular, the argument defends
why the size is not larger, but does not entertain the possi-.
bility that it ought tobe kept smaller for any specific reason.
If there is a convenient maximum Host message size, it is
probably a maximum-sized page, which corresponds to 1 K of
36-bit (or possibly48-bit)words.However,transmission
of
such large messages (say 50 000 bits) to the IMP and from
the IMP to the Host produces
excessive delays for shortmessages queued up behind them, and provides a prime reason
for Hosts to prefer that these long
messages be subdivided into
shorter messages. Since no experience with network software
was available during the initial design, it was intuitively concluded that a shorter 8192-bit message was short enough. Interestingly, we note that two hardware. paths between each
Host and its IMP, one for short
messages and one for long
messages, could remedy this problem
at some extra cost in
hardware and buffer storage.
Since
efficient
transmission
is
possible
with
1024-bit
packets, it appears in retrospect that the selection
of the larger
message size may be unnecessary. The Host overhead in network communication increases with the number of messages,
so there is some incentive for making all Host messages sufficiently large that a typical short transaction can occur in a
single message. No evidence yet obtained by us indicates that
1024-bitHostmessageswouldimpose
a limitationthat is
significant, but an increased demand for page transfers or the B . Remote Job Service
presence of higher bandwidth circuits could tip the balance
A simple example of a computer-to-computer interaction
more strongly in.favor of a larger size. The jury seems to be
prois provided by users who write, debug, edit, and store
still out on this issue.
grams on an interactive time-sharing facility and run them
on a separate batchprocessing system. While time sharing has
OF MULTICOMPUTER INTERACTIOE;created an interactive environment for programming and the
VI. APPLICATIONS
Network utilization involving the combined use of two or development of programmingtechniques,batchprocessing
more computers in a productive way began during the initial systems, and small dedicated computers have maintained a
experimentation with the ARPANET. It has provided experi- predominanceforperformingextensivecomputations.The
availability of both kinds of service in a computer-communicaencein the development of techniquesforperformingdistions network provides a single user with convenient access to
tributed computation and
allowedsomesimpleapplication
areas to be identified. Some applications involving multiple
the best features of both. (See Fig. 3.)
While a user can become accustomed to using both services
computers have been discussed for many years, partly as a
result of their inherent interest and easeof conceptualization. independently, he need not be required to physically collect
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space air-traffic-control
of detail.
one incenter
simulate
To
the airspace of a Boston to New York flight, four simulation
programswouldbeactivated;onefortheBostonterminal
area, one for the Boston enroute area, one for the New York
LEASED
enroute area, and one for the New York terminal area. The
COMPUTER
CIRCUIT
TERMINALS
many as simultaneously
inrun
be may
programs
ROSSfour
asfour TENEX systems-in the ARPANET.
I
When a single machine is used to house
all the components
of a programming system, it has the disadvantage that computing will stop if that machine crashes. When one piece of a
multicomputerprogrammingsystembecomesunavailable,
DIAL - UP
LINES
the other parts can [earn to adjust to the change in configuraFig. 3. A simple IMP network.
tion. A desirable objective
is to provide enough backup information to enable the multicomputer programming system
time-sharing output on tape or punched cards for submission to be restarted in the event
of a single Host failure and to
to the batch system. The most convenient user option is for proceed from a recent point in simulated time as
if nothing
the interactive machine to submit his job to the batch processhad happened.
ing machine under user initiated control. He can then specify
Other applications involving multiple computers are certhe location for output tobe stored or printed, revise the pro- tain to arise for which simple examples are more
difficult to
gram in the time-sharing system, and resubmit it under fully construct. For example, as special areas of expertise develop,
interactive procedures from a single location, with no need to it is natural to expect that individual efforts by specialists
keep physical copies of files, program, etc.
also trained in theuse of computers will produce new and useFor over a year the RAND Corporation had
been using
ful resourcesondifferentmachines.Theseresourcesmay
the ARPANET for remote job service from an IBM 360/65
represent state of the art or proprietary developments that
a t R A N D t o a 360/91 at UCLA [26], [27]. This facility was
cannot beconvenientlytransferredtoothermachines,and
when must therefore be used at the site of their creation or where
only accessible to internal RAND users until recently
i t was replaced by a PDP-10, which allowed network users to
they currently exist. An important application for distributed
create and submit jobs for remote service elsewhere.
computationisthuslikelytoinvolvethecoordination
of
Both the program and its relevant
files must be transferred separate research projects into combined efforts that utilize
to the 360/91 before
a job can be run. They are typically
thesespecialized or proprietaryandhencenontransferable
shipped together as successive “card images.” The remote job resources.
service program will allow the users to start or stop the execuA second major application of distributed computation is
tion of his program, cause the system output to be stored on
a likely to be the facilitation of interactive cooperation between
designated file, or be output on
a device such asa local printer. people a t different locations. Interactive cooperation may be
The user is also provided with options to check the status of regarded as an extension of normal voice communication to
the execution, receive confirmation and error messages that
include the ability for several personsat different locations to
indicate its progress, and allow certain actions to be taken.
“simultaneously” observe, communicate about, and manipuThese facilities are used by RAND researchers in the gen- late both common data structures and programs. Since the
eration and processing of simulated weather data. Weather
people are assumed not to be colocated, the programs which
modeling programs can be activated from a remote site, outsupport the interactive cooperation (such as display protocol
put from these programs can
be temporarily stored, or shipped routines) must also be distributed.
to a remote site for preparation and display. This separation
A third major application for distributed computation is
of the computation into components is particularly appropri- in providing for conveniently feasible demonstrations of proate when one part may be devoted almost exclusively to extotype systems to be performed from different locations. This
tensive numerical or symbolic computation and another part
technique can allow new capabilities to be readily conveyed
to user-related manipulation or preparation
of the output data. without the inconvenience of moving the observer to a home
A “complex” weather simulation program requires many
site for the demonstration.
hours of computation on the 360/91, and thus is not
well
VII. A DISTRIBUTED
OPERATING
SYSTEM
suited to rapid on-line activities such as the updating
of a
display. Rather, precomputed weather data (from the models) A network in. which basic differences exist between the
are retrieved from 360/91 disk packs (with operator assistance)
computers at each installation is said to be inhomogeneous.
.and used by the PDP-10 for further processing and display.
I t is possible to develop a standard network protocol for a n
The availability of ahigh-speedparallelprocessingsystem
inhomogeneous system that allows usage of various pieces of
suchastheIlliacIV[33]mayeventually
allowreal-time
the system to be coordinated in a uniform manner. However,
weatherexperimentationwithoutoperatorintervention.
this task is one of substantial complexity that will probably
require changes in system architecture and program design
C. Multiprocess Operation in Many Machines
techniques before it can be fully realized. Even
if it were a
The combined use of two or more computers allows addistraightforward matter, it would not begenerallyuseful
to
tional processing capability over the use
of a single system.
transfer portions of any one system to another, and standard
Onesuchexample is providedby the McRoss system [12]
operations that involve systems at a remote site must typithat coordinates the operation
of twoormorecooperating
cally be performed at that remote site.
air-traffic-control simulation programs running in one or more
A collection of similar operating systems may also be orT E N E X systems.Eachsimulationprogram,calledRoute
ganized into a virtual subnetwork of homogeneous computers
OrientedSimulationSystem(ROSS)[23],modelstheaira uniform way. These systems
that interact with each other in
BbTCH

OTHER POSSIBLE

TELETYPES
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are more easily organized into a single distributed operating
tion’’ functions. This decomposition also allows more human
system with common file systems, address space, naming con- engineered network interfacing, since a local CPU failure can
ventions, etc. In general, every type of interaction between
usually be reported by the communications portion of the systwo systems in a homogeneous network must be evaluated to tem if it remains up. The delegation of all protocol functions
determine what is to be transmitted and what is to bereto a separate processor that can directly deposit into and remotely evaluated. N o single answer will suffice for all applica- trieve from process buffers makes it possible for the operating
tions. As we noted above, it is not generally possible to apply system to communicate over the network at speeds at least
both alternatives in an inhomogeneous network. \ire consider an order of magnitude faster than before. This increase in
capability is achieved by performing the protocol operations
some of the properties a system like this ought to
possess.
The user accesses the distributed homogeneous network by on the fly in a separate processor and by avoiding the unneceslogging into a distributed system rather than into a specific
sary.overhead in moving real-time data around in memory.
computer in the net. An appropriate machine is selected for
Techniques for computer-to-computer communication are
him and he logs in with the standard log-in sequence for his
still in their infancy and
a great dealof exploration and experihomecomputer,includingpassword,accountnumber,and
mentation is occurring in this area. How should programs be
other information as required. Upon completion of the log-in written to run in a network environment and what debugging
sequence, the computer initiates a
brief exchange with the
and control techniques are suitable for distributed computausers home computer .to notify it of the impending job which tion? What operating system architectures are appropriate to
computer communication? The efficient utilization of a disitthenproceedstoservice.Thehomecomputermaythen
request that the job be transferred, alter credit or accountingtributed operating system involves the.sensible decomposition
of a taskintocomponents.Thisrequirestimelyaccessto
information, or merely note the event.
statusinformationandtheabilityto
use thisinformation
Under conventional design constraints, the combined opof taskstoresourcesandintheir
eration of several Host computers will require a separate job wisely intheallocation
scheduling.Justasthemanagement
of communicationreto be established in each machine. In a distributed system,
though, i t is important toallow access to each system without sources was central to the operation of a communication subthe user logging into each system individually. Furthermore, net, so will the management of computer resources be to the
overall utilization of a computer network.
it is also desireable to permit certain transient activities to
occurwhichdonottieupvaluableresourcesorotherwise
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
interfere with users on the system. The system merely performs the transient activity and
logs the transaction into a
A principal motive underlying computer network developsuitable file for accounting purposes. Once logged into one of ment is t o provide a convenient and economic method for a
the Hosts, the user is able to access and utilize any programs, widevariety of resourcestobemadeavailableandtobe
files, and most other facilities on other computers in the sys- shared. Such a network provides more than an increased coltem as if they were all on one virtual machine.
lection of hardwareandsoftwareresources:itaffordsthe
The availability of many resources in this system makes it capability for computers as well as individuals to interact in
possible t o achieve reliable operation when one or more rethe exchange and processing of information.
sources are disabled. The user can
be affected by failure in
I t is not usually the case that a program written for one
several ways. For example, his program or a piece of it may
computer can be shipped to another computer and run there
be aborted by machine failure or he may lose part or all of to completion, correctly. It may be possible in a number of
it is
his files. T h e user may also find the local file storage to be un- cases where the machines are nominally identical, but
usually the case that a program must be run on the machine
usable while running his job. If local storage is not initially
available, he can specifically designate another system to storeforwhich it was written. I t is thus desireable to strive for
his files. Alternatively, he can allow the local system to store compatibilitybetween at least a subset of thesystemresources, including theuse of machine-independent higher level
files in other Hosts and expect them to
be returned without
languages, the use of network wide standard protocols, or the
his knowing the identity of the temporary storage location.
use of nominally identical systems.
Obviously, a small amount of local storage is needed for this
Thedevelopment
of communicationsubnetshasbeen
application. The distributed system thus not only makes restrongly influenced by the regulatory climate and the
need
sources more widely available; it can use them to provide infor reliable and economic ways
t o achieve both remote tercreased reliability to a user.
minal access and high bandwidth switched computer-to-comA system designed to operate stand-alone may not be as
puter communication. Message switching has emerged as
a
efficient in serving its network users as in serving its local
strong contender for computer-to-computer communications.
users. Certain performance improvements are obtainable by
I t h a s been demonstrated t o provide a highly reliable, errorstreamlining critical portions of the system code, attention
t o organizational details and to carefully engineered improve- freemethod of achievinginteractiveswitchedcommunicaments to scheduling, the file system, etc. However, a major tions. Although its technical feasibility has been firmly established,itspracticalutilityisunderevaluation,andunder
improvement in speed and efficiency may require structural
close scrutiny it may prove to be a viable economic alternative
overhaul of thesystemorganizationto
allow forefficient
to conventional circuit .switching.
process-to-processcommunication
a t highbandwidthsand.
It is important that
a communication system not preclude
f o r efficient overall utilization of resources. I n particular, the
the possibilitythat separate or private data networks may
be
portion of the system devoted to protocol and message handling (byte manipulation) can consume a considerable amountaccessed through it ina standard and convenient way. A digitalmessage-switchednetworkhasthisproperty,whilean
of CPU time at high bandwidth. In a time-sharing system,
particularly, these functions, which appear to be communica- analog frequency-based. system may not. Incompatible data
if allresourcesare
t o be
tion functions, can be usefully separated from the “computa- networksareclearlyundesirable
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mutuallyaccessible. If separatedatanetworksarejointly
planned before development, at least at the interconnection
level, they may be connected at a later date and viewed together as a single network that evolved by way
of separate
networks.
The great diversity of resources in a computer network
may initially hinder its growth. Users must familiarize themof
selves with many different systems often without the aid
substantive interaction with systems personnel or clear and
complete documentation. But the potential benefits
of computernetworksaresufficientlygreatthat,overtime,this
obstacle will surely be surmounted, and in the process may
leadtosuperiorstandardsforsystemoperationanddocumentation.
Computer networks provide a unique mechanism for increasedparticipationbetweenindividuals.Participationin
research and development using the distributed resources
of a
computer network can lead to the close cooperation between
individuals who might otherwise have little incentiveto work
together. This interaction can further cross-fertilize the network community and encourage even higher levels
of achievement through technical cooperation.
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